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Statement from Alderman Michele Smith, Chair of the City Council’s Committee 
on Ethics and Oversight on State Ethics Reforms 
 
Chicago—"Over the weekend, the General Assembly passed new ethics and lobbying 
reforms. I am gratified that they heeded our urging that Chicago’s lobbying laws are not 
superseded, because in critical respects they are stricter than the new state law.” 
 
 Smith said Chicago’s lobbying laws are more stringent in the following ways: 
 
Private Lobbying Clients of Elected Officials 
 
Chicago’s broad cross-lobbying ban prohibits Chicago elected officials from doing any 
private lobbying and prohibits any elected official from any other jurisdiction from 
lobbying the City of Chicago. The Springfield law is weaker than Chicago’s in three key 
respects:  
 
The State’s cross-lobbying ban is only mutual, not broad: it prohibits lobbying by elected 
officials from one government to another government only if the second government has 
a registered lobbyist in the first official’s government.  This weakens the ability of 
smaller jurisdictions to resist lobbying by elected officials from other governments 
working for private interests.  
 
Another loophole: legislators with outside employment can lobby their own or other units 
of government in the state if their activities are limited to “occasional communications 
with an official of a unit of local government” on behalf of their non-government 
employer, and they make no reportable expenditures. Chicago’s law flat-out prohibits 
this.  
 
Finally, the new state law allows legislators to lobby many other municipalities without 
compensation, creating potential conflicts for those with particularly close relationships 
with the elected official, or issues around campaign finance. Chicago absolutely 
prohibits even uncompensated lobbying for private interests by elected officials.   
   
Post-employment revolving door:  
 
Chicago’s post-employment revolving door lobbying bans are stricter than the new state 
statute. Chicago bans its aldermen from lobbying any City department for one full year 
after they leave office; Executive Branch employees have a two year prohibition. The 
new state law allows elected officials from anywhere other than Chicago to lobby their 
colleagues a mere six months after leaving office. 



 
Chicago also bans incoming City employees or officials who were lobbyists prior to 
joining the City from working on City matters that involve their pre-City lobbying clients 
for their first two years in City service; the State law has no such ban.  
 
Restrictions on the Legislative Inspector General 
 
After years of effort, Chicago City Council won the ability to have the City’s Inspector 
General hold equal power over City Council as the Executive Branch.  Anonymous 
complaints are allowed, and no prior authorization is allowed. We encourage the State 
to adopt these standards as well.  
 
The State law does cover non-profit lobbying, which we have been re-examining for 
some time.  We are certainly combing through the new statute to further tighten our own 
ethics law. 
 
We are pleased the General Assembly is tackling this critical issue and encourage 
continued progress. Thus far, the changes we have made in Chicago have made a 
positive difference in our city.  We respect that elected officials can have outside 
employment, which is based on a strong tradition of citizen-legislators rather than a full 
time political class.  But I believe strongly that broad prohibitions on lobbying make it 
clear that the people’s business should be separate from any other employment that a 
government official might have.  Pick one – legislating or lobbying – and the people will 
be better off. 
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